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findings, they sell 50 per cent or i.e., generally are in line with GOLFDOM's out on the short end of the potential of the base potential, would be sales. In almost every case they come 100 per cent professional participated in 100 per cent account for the remaining 25 per cent of the sales, and 50 per cent of the golfers buy virtually nothing at their pro shops and shop at "downtown" stores. The job at hand—and on this we all agree—is to concert 75 per cent of the golfers into solid pro shop customers.

USGA to move from NYC

A stately mansion on 62 acres of land in northern New Jersey has been pur chased by the United States Golf Assn. for its new home. It was built by John Russell Pope, the architect of the Li brary of Congress, and the Jefferson Memorial.

pro shop is to bring back the buying traffic flow to the shop where it be longs, to make available and sell to the potential.

We know that at the extreme low end, including substantial quantities of imported Japanese balls, the stores have some bargain special advantages that pro shops cannot match. It is inaccurate, however, to assume that all the ball business is confined to low-end. Our recent market study of dealer sales indicated that over 40 per cent occurred in the $1 to $1.25 each price range. This is normally the professional's backyard. Although one can concede a small portion of the rock-bottom ball grade to the stores, in the majority of the ball ranges the stores and the pro shops are competing directly with one another.

"How much golf ball business should I do in my shop?" is often asked and is hard to answer. What is the golf ball potential of a shop? The answer can be found in the number of rounds-of-play at the course. One thing is an absolute: A person can play golf in his bare feet, but he cannot play without a ball. We also know that the average golfer uses more than one ball a round. So a simple equation can be constructed: One round-of-play equals one ball purchased (minimum). A course with 30,000 rounds a season will have had at least 2,500 dozen balls purchased to play those rounds. Averaging the selling price of the shop's balls might result in an average selling price of $1 a ball. The potential, therefore, if the professional participated in 100 per cent of the base potential, would be $30,000 worth of golf ball sales! I have asked numerous professionals to use this formula against their ball sales. In almost every case they come out on the short end of the potential stick. As a matter of fact, they generally are in line with GOLFDOM's findings, i.e., they sell 50 per cent or significantly less of their available players.

Therefore, compared by volume to its competition and by potential to its market, the room in which pro shop business can grow is large. This growth can best be enhanced by strong merchandising and display ing of the shop's fast turnover products, especially the golf ball.

It is time for the golf professional to take a deep breath, hitch up his pants and start to fight back. The battle ground is the shop with all its weapons—quality, value, convenience, service and the most knowledgeable man in golf—there is no reason why it should not take the high ground.


Editor's note: We do not, nor can we, quarrel with the figures which Mr. Brannon cites from the National Sporting Goods Assn. Only if we carried out a similar survey of the "downtown" stores might we justifiably do so. We also agree with Mr. Brannon that golf ball sales are indeed important to the financial health of a pro shop. However, he implies that professionals should de-emphasize sales of three-packs of balls and put the emphasis on dozen boxes. We feel this conflicts with efforts to increase traffic in the pro shop. The golfer who purchases balls by three's has to visit the shop four times to make up that dozen. He still ultimately is purchasing a dozen, so golf ball sales are not affected, and the professional has four opportunities to sell him other merchandise as opposed to one such opportunity. But this is a small difference of opinion when compared to the major issue that requires great attention and concerted effort by everyone in the industry. We believe that presently 25 per cent of the golfers account for 75 per cent of pro shop sales, another 25 per cent account for the remaining 25 per cent of the sales, and 50 per cent of the golfers buy virtually nothing at their pro shops and shop at "downtown" stores.

We feel this conflicts with efforts to increase traffic in the pro shop. The golfer who purchases balls by three's has to visit the shop four times to make up that dozen. He still ultimately is purchasing a dozen, so golf ball sales are not affected, and the professional has four opportunities to sell him other merchandise as opposed to one such opportunity. But this is a small difference of opinion when compared to the major issue that requires great attention and concerted effort by everyone in the industry. We believe that presently 25 per cent of the golfers account for 75 per cent of pro shop sales, another 25 per cent account for the remaining 25 per cent of the sales, and 50 per cent of the golfers buy virtually nothing at their pro shops and shop at "downtown" stores.

The affect of sod cutting thickness on relative rooting ability should also be noted. The initiation and development of new roots from the transplanted sod into the underlying soil occur from the meristematic nodes on rhizomes, stolons, and crown tissue rather than older roots. Harvesting sod at thinner thicknesses severs more of the structure associated with these meristematic areas and enhances new root initiation compared to cutting at greater thicknesses.

Far more variability in the rooting ability of sods is attributed to the specific sod source and the associated cultural conditions under which it has been grown than to whether it is grown on organic or mineral soil. Cultural factors affecting the sod rooting ability include the cutting height, nitrogen fertility level, age of sod at harvest and environmental conditions during sod shipment.

The shear strength factor measured in these experiments is of particular concern on tees and greens that are likely to be sodded occasionally. If at all possible, the sod utilized on these sites should be of a soil texture similar to the underlying soil. This consideration does not affect the rooting ability of the sod but will affect the proneness to shearing caused by an interface of distinctly different soil particle sizes. If sod having the proper soil texture is not available locally, it is usually wise for the golf course superintendent to maintain a nursery area of turf for transplanting onto tees and greens should unexpected loss of turf occur.

In the case of tees where the soil has not been modified, it is simply a matter of locating a convenient site on the golf course where the soil texture is comparable to that representative of the tees. In the case of greens where soil modification has been practiced, the nursery area selected should also have the soil modified to a texture comparable to that of the greens.

The affect of sod cutting thickness on relative rooting ability should also be noted. The initiation and development of new roots from the transplanted sod into the underlying soil occur from the meristematic nodes on rhizomes, stolons, and crown tissue rather than older roots. Harvesting sod at thinner thicknesses severs more of the structure associated with these meristematic areas and enhances new root initiation compared to cutting at greater thicknesses.
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